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KONGSBERG SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY

Integration
To Kongsberg, integration means improved operational 
awareness and safer navigation. By interconnecting 
subsystems and provide for unified user interfaces and 
announcement of system messages on the bridge, focus 
is on the navigation tasks rather than on interaction with 
multiple separate instruments.
Formed in a user centred design process, users and 
human factor specialists have developed K-Bridge INS 
to become an optimal platform supporting decisions 
made by professional navigators. Voyage planning, 
collision avoidance and route monitoring may be the 
most critical of such. But K-Bridge takes the functional 
integration further by also regarding the autopilot/track 
pilot, Bridge Navigator Watch System, BAM and control 
of bridge auxiliaries as equally important for navigation 
task execution. These functions can therefore be made 
available through the same user interface as the primary 
radar/ARPA and ECDIS functions.

Local Area Network and 
Sensor Concentration
K-Bridge INS is designed as a contemporary, distributed, 
system for reliable control applications. A dual, redundant, 
local area network connects the operator stations and the 
central sensor interface unit (SINT) ensuring consistent 
own ship data on all stations. In addition to collecting 
and distributing data from sensors such as speedlog, 
gyrocompasses and echo sounders to the K-Bridge display 
units, the interface unit is equipped with a redundant 
processing unit for system wide calculations. The SINT 
reduces cabling to each display unit and provides added 
flexibility when planning installation of bridge equipment.

Radar signal distribution
K-Bridge INS uses a high speed, dual network for 
collection of radar signals at the transceiver and 
distribution to radar displays. An interface unit converts 
the analog radar signals to digital signals at the antenna 
location. All operator stations can access the raw data 
from any antenna through the network and further 
individually process the data to the wanted picture.
The architecture ensures fault tolerance with respect to 
signal processing as well as it allows video streams from 
multiple radars to be combined at the display unit.
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A complete working environment
K-Bridge INS covers all primary functions for navigation. 
In combination with the KONGSBERG range of consoles, 
bridge workstations are built to comply with the highest 
nautical safety standards from classification societies 
and flag state authorities. The consoles provide excellent 
additional space for installation of 3rd party equipment and 
ensures an ergonomic ambience for the operators.
For offshore service vessels and yachts,  KONGSBERG 
has developed a unique range of equipment arrangements 
tailored for seated operators in an busy bridge 
environment. The K-Master bridge solution concept 
integrates K-Bridge display units into compact K-Master 
workstations for complete vessel management.
For installations where KONGSBERG consoles are not 
available, K-Bridge display stations can be supplied as kits 
for installation into the enclosure preferred by the project.

Integrated vessel management
K-Bridge INS share many of the components and 
characteristics of other KONGSBERG vessel systems, like 
K-Chief vessel automation and K-Pos dynamic positioning. 
By interconnecting the network segments of each of the 
subsystems via managed network switches, information 
flows between the systems without compromising the 

integrity of each subsystem. The user benefits from this by 
functions using the additional data to increase data quality 
and to provide more precise information about current and 
predicted states. More data thus reduces complexity of 
the user interface and enhances operational awareness.

With K-Bridge INS, KONGSBERG provides a complete 
wheelhouse arrangement with workstations for all primary 
bridge functions according to nautical safety rules and reg-
ulations. The concept of integration ensures that consist-
ent system wide information is available across all stations 
while the operator at each workstation can still dedicate 
his attention to his assigned task. 

User interfaces are harmonised and share the same user 
interface principles. Essential functions and functions 
frequently used, have dedicated buttons. For instance, 
radar filter settings are done by analog style turn-knobs. 
Autopilot course to steering is set by a separate heading 
control wheel.

Depending on user preferences, secondary functions 
(e.g control of bridge auxiliaries or system wide setting of 
display palettes) are available on all stations.
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K-BRIDGE INS

K-Bridge Radar
The radar display unit is a type approved chart radar/ 
ARPA where approved nautical charts can be displayed as 
underlay to the radar video. Raw data from the antenna 
is processed in the unit, correlating tracked radar targets 
and targets from the AIS. Local filtering of raw data allows 
the same radar to be viewed at multiple station, applying 
individual filter settings. To enhance radar performance 
and avoid blind sectors, video from up to four radars can 
be displayed simultaneously in a composite radar picture. 
The system automatically tracks targets across boundaries 
between sectors covered by different radars.

Radar transceivers
K-Bridge INS can be delivered with the following radar 
transceivers, all including a radar interface unit connecting 
the antenna to the radar network:

X band – 3 cm scanner, antenna and turning unit
Antenna sizes: 6 or 8 ft. (1.8 or 2.4 m)
Transceiver configurations: Upmast
Power: 10 kW or 25 kW
Performance monitor

S band – 10 cm scanner, antenna and turning unit
Antenna sizes: 12 ft. (3.6 m)
Transceiver configurations: Upmast
Power: 30kW
Performance monitor

K-Bridge ECDIS
The K-Bridge ECDIS continuously monitors the ships posi-
tion against the voyage plan. The plan can be defined at 
the K-Bridge Planning station or at the K-Bridge ECDIS. 
The station can show radar video from selected radars as 
chart overlay. AIS targets and radar targets can be merged 
in the presentation, and Navtex messages referred to a 
specific position appear when the ship is in the area where 
the information is relevant.
K-Bridge ECDIS accept all charts formats required by IHO.

K-Bridge Conning Display
The conning display combines key information from nav-
igation sensors and vessel systems into a common over-
view. Here, the navigators can observe data from weather 
sensors, autopilot, rudders, thrusters and propulsion in 
addition to owns ship data. As an element in the integra-
tion concept, the conning display also provides the user 
interface for BNWAS and off course alarm.
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K-Bridge Autopilot
The K-Bridge Autopilot provides heading and track control 
along planned routes to K-Bridge INS without requiring 
additional hardware. The controller unit is already inte-
grated in the redundant sensor interface unit, and the user 
interface is integrated in the K-Bridge ECDIS and/or Radar 
display. The solution ensures high reliability and availability 
as the user interface is available in multiple positions and 
the controller has a hot standby backup solution. 

K-Bridge BAM
With K-Bridge BAM, K-Bridge INS provides a harmonized 
alert system handling priority, classification, distribution 
and presentation of alerts from all equipment on the 
bridge. A separate user interface according to IMO rules 
(CAM-HMI) supports the bridge team in its decisions for 
the necessary actions to be taken. 

K-Bridge BNWAS
The Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System function 
integrated in K-Bridge is available at the K-Bridge Conning 
Display. The alarm timer is reset every time a K-Bridge 
station is operated, or by pressing dedicated timer reset 
buttons. Optionally, the function may also include motion 
sensors with automatic detection of activity on the bridge. 
Failing to reset the timer regularly will alarm the backup 
navigator. For vessels with fore and aft workstations a 
two zone solution with commando control is available, to 
ensure safe operation. 

K-Bridge MFD
To secure safe navigation and availability to primary bridge 
functions in case of equipment failure, dedicated display 
units can be replaced or complemented by multi function 
displays. The system architecture ensures that failure in 
one display unit does not inflict failure on the others, and 
with MFDs, the functions of the failing unit are available on 
the ones still remaining. 

MFDs further makes it possible to reallocate tasks to 
bridge workstations according to user preferences for 
the actual vessel operation or bridge team organisation. 
This can be a valuable system property on, for instance, 
offshore vessels designed for a wide range of specialised 
operations.
The functions available for an MFD are:
• Radar/ARPA
• ECDIS
• Conning
• Autopilot, controlled from any of the MFDs
• BAM
• BNWAS

K-Bridge Planning Station
The K-Bridge Planning Station is a “back-office” station in 
the K-Bridge network, primarily designed for chart main-
tenance and voyage planning. Via a firewall and malware 
protection systems, the station can be connected to the 
vessels administrative network and/ or shore connec-
tion and serve as the K-Bridge interface to chart update 
services, weather forecasts, harbour information, report 
generation, documentation updates, remote service and 
other special services adapted to owners standards.
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Sensor interface 
K-Bridge INS interfaces to navigation sensors at the 
sensor interface unit. Although KONGSBERG provides 
a standard selection of the most common sensors and 
indicators: gyro compass with distribution and repeaters, 
speed log with repeaters, echo sounder with repeaters, 
AIS, and satellite navigation system receivers, the use of 
standard protocols makes the system open to equipment 
from alternative manufacturers.

The interface unit distributes sensor data to all consumers 
in the K-Bridge system, including status information for 
presentation at BAM and/ or BNWAS.  Where “Black 
box” sensors are available, the user interface for sensor 
operation is provided at the K-Bridge MFDs.

K-Bridge VDR
The K-Bridge VDR is a cost effective solution to the 
mandatory SOLAS requirement for voyage data recording. 
Most of the data to be recorded is already available on 
the K-Bridge INS local area network, in particular on 
installations where K-Bridge is a part of an complete 
integrated vessel management solution. Additional cabling 

for the VDR will in most cases be very limited since the 
recorder is connected to the same network.
To assess operation review, incident investigation and 
other purposes a VDR replay application can be installed 
on the K-Bridge planning station. 

Control of bridge auxiliaries
To save panel space, and to give the mariner convenient 
access to essential controls for bridge auxiliaries, 
on-screen panels for operation of the subsystems can be 
provided on the K-Bridge INS display units. Subsystems 
frequently operated with this function are window wiper/
washer systems, bridge illumination lights, deck lights and 
navigation lights.

Radio- and Satellite- communication
For a complete K-Bridge INS installation, KONGSBERG 
delivers GMDSS communication solutions for the relevant 
area of vessel operation. The basic systems can be 
extended with additional Ship Security Alert System, as 
well as UHF, VHF and SATCOM equipment according 
to owners preferences for ship-ship and ship-shore 
communication. 

K-BRIDGE INS SENSORS AND  
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
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LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT

Designed to purpose – maintained to last Our life cycle 
management service will assist our customers throughout 
all the phases, from design to commissioning and during 
the operational life time.

Solid in-house competence, both in system design and 
user competence enables us to provide solutions that are 
fit to purpose and thus yields efficiency in operation.
Our common base technology provides robust designs, 
with few and reliable parts, an execellent foundation to 
maximize the output at competitive costs.

The distributed and open system design employs an 
industry standard communication network. Standard 
hardware components used for various applications and 
the open network approach results in:
• Increased reliability
• Competitive life-cycle support
• Easy up-grade solutions

Evergreen
We offer continuous hardware and software upgrade to 
keep your vessel at maximum efficiency. Our sys-
tem is designed with consistent boundaries between 
individual systems and control segments. This design 
strategy makes it easy to add new functionality or 
complete new control segments thus enable us to offer 
up-grades step by step to keep your system evergreen.

Training
Qualified personnel are one of your major assets in efficient 
and safe operations. Thus, we offer modular training 
courses for all major subjects – from operator training to 
technical training that keeps your crew fit on the job.

Supported by professionals
Our systems are easy to install and maintain – supported 
by professionals either on-site or through remote 
connectivity. They are designed for optimal operational 
availability and allow for favourable lifecycle expenditure

PLANNING & DESIGN PROJECT ENGINEERING 
& DEVELOPMENT

INSTALLATION & 
COMMISSIONING

OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE

MODERNISATION

On-line support »

Technical   support »

Technical consulting »

Design and   software engineering »

Field service »

Repairs    and spare parts »

Optimization    and modernization »



We are always there, wherever you need us  
KONGSBERG customer services organisation is designed 
to provide high-quality, global support, whenever and 
wherever it is needed. We are committed to providing 
easy access to support and service, and to responding 
promptly to your needs. Support and service activities are 
supervised from our headquarters in Norway, with service 
and support centres at strategic locations around the 
globe – where you are and the action is. 

As part of our commitment to total customer satisfaction, 
we offer a wide variety of services to meet individual 
customers’ operational needs. Global support 24/7  is a 
solution designed to give round-the-clock support. 
For mission-critical operations, Global support 24/7 can be 
extended to include remote monitoring. 
We can adapt the level of support needs by offering 
service agreements, on-site spare part stocks and quick 
on-site response arrangements.

GLOBAL SUPPORT 24/7

GLOBAL SUPPORT 24/7
Call +47 33 03 24 07
E-mail: km.support@kongsberg.com

Global and local support
We provide global support from local service and
support facilities at strategic locations world wide.
Service and support work is carried out under the
supervision of your personal account manager, who will 
ensure that you receive high-quality service and support 
where and when you need it.
Your account manager will ensure continuity and
work closely with your personnel to improve and
optimise system availability and performance.
Under the direction of your account manager, and
with a local inventory of spare parts, our wellqualified
field service engineers will be able to
help you quickly and effectively.

KONGSBERG MARITIME
Switchboard: +47 815 73 700
E-mail sales: km.sales@km.kongsberg.com
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